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how to tell an iphone 4 from a 4s
differences explained
May 13 2024

the quickest way to distinguish between the iphone 4 and 4s
is to look at the model number you can find it engraved on
the back of the phone near the bottom the iphone 4 has the
following model numbers a1332 for gsm models and a1349
for cdma models

iphone 4 wikipedia
Apr 12 2024

the iphone 4 is a smartphone that was designed developed
and marketed by apple inc it is the fourth generation of the
iphone lineup succeeding the iphone 3gs and preceding the
iphone 4s

compare apple iphone 4 vs apple
iphone 4s gsmarena com
Mar 11 2024

apple iphone 4 specs compared to apple iphone 4s detailed
up do date specifications shown side by side



all differences between the iphone
4 and iphone 4s
Feb 10 2024

compares and contrasts all differences between the iphone 4
and iphone 4s covers iphone 4 and iphone 4s speed features
cameras ios support and more

iphone 4 vs iphone 4s comparison
chart cnet
Jan 09 2024

apple has finally unveiled its latest iphone see how the
iphone 4 compares to the new iphone 4s in cnet s feature by
feature comparison chart

iphone 4s wikipedia
Dec 08 2023

during the course of its lifetime the iphone 4s was one of the
best selling iphones ever produced and it is the first iphone
to support five major versions of ios ios 5 ios 6 ios 7 ios 8 and
ios 9 the ipad 2 was supported from ios 4 to ios 9



apple iphone 4 full phone
specifications gsmarena com
Nov 07 2023

apple iphone 4 smartphone announced jun 2010 features 3 5
display apple a4 chipset 5 mp primary camera 1420 mah
battery 32 gb storage 512 mb ram corning gorilla glass

iphone 4s technical specifications
apple support
Oct 06 2023

power and battery 4 built in rechargeable lithium ion battery
charging via usb to computer system or power adapter talk
time up to 8 hours on 3g up to 14 hours on 2g gsm standby
time up to 200 hours internet use up to 6 hours on 3g up to 9
hours on wi fi video playback up to 10 hours audio playback
up to 40 hours

apple iphone 4s full phone
specifications gsmarena com
Sep 05 2023

apple iphone 4s smartphone announced oct 2011 features 3
5 display apple a5 chipset 8 mp primary camera 1432 mah
battery 64 gb storage 512 mb ram corning gorilla glass



iphone 4 technical specifications
apple support
Aug 04 2023

video recording hd 720p up to 30 frames per second with
audio 5 megapixel still camera vga quality photos and video
at up to 30 frames per second with the front camera tap to
focus video or still images led flash

apple iphone 4 vs apple iphone 4s
versus
Jul 03 2023

what is the difference between apple iphone 4s and apple
iphone 4 find out which is better and their overall
performance in the smartphone ranking

apple iphone 4 review apple iphone
4 cnet
Jun 02 2023

superseded by the iphone 4s but freshly equipped with the
very latest version of apple s ios software the iphone 4
remains a formidable challenger in the mobile arena 8 3
apple iphone



are the iphone 4 and iphone 4s 4g
phones lifewire
May 01 2023

short answer no the iphone 4 and iphone 4s are not 4g
phones that says it all the iphone 4 and 4s are not 4g phones
at least they re not when by saying 4g you re referring to the
4g or 4g lte cellular network standard which is the successor
to the 3g standard used by the iphone 4 4s

apple iphone 4s specs phonearena
Mar 31 2023

the iphone 4s is a gradual step over the iphone 4 improving
the internals but keeping the look and feel at the same time
though it brings a reworked ios 5 and introduces siri a
personal voice assistant allowing you to vocally
communicate with the iphone

iphone 4 everything you need to
know digital trends
Feb 27 2023

the iphone 4 features a front facing camera and the back
sports a microphone 30pin connector for docking and a
speaker while the top sports a second microphone for noise
cancellation



iphone 4 review techradar
Jan 29 2023

the definitive apple iphone 4 review techradar verdict a
really great handset that only stumbles when it comes to
reception still likely to be one of the classic phones of the
year today s

a look at the iphone 4 s features
and issues lifewire
Dec 28 2022

thanks to its introduction of now standard iphone features
such as facetime retina display two cameras and onboard
video editing the iphone 4 is the first modern iphone the
precursor to the iphone 5s and 5c and the first iphone to
break with the lineage of the original model despite its name
the iphone 4 is not actually a 4g phone confused

iphone 4s phones for sale shop new
used cell phones ebay
Nov 26 2022

find great deals on iphone 4s phones when you shop new
used phones at ebay com amazing prices free shipping on
many orders



iphone 4s hardware ports and
buttons explained lifewire
Oct 26 2022

whether the iphone 4s is your first iphone or if you re
upgrading from an earlier model here s an explanation of
what every button port and switch is and does which should
help you get oriented to using your new phone the iphone 4s
has been discontinued you can find a list of all the iphones
here including the most current models hardware

iphone 4s review techradar
Sep 24 2022

the iphone 4s is apple s best yet and keeps the cupertino
brand front and centre in the minds of the prospective
smartphone user today s best deals check amazon pros
great
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